Zadara Cloud
Hydration

Cloud Hydration
enables businesses
to adopt cloud
computing

Easy, Straightforward Process
Zadara offers several solutions for
many different use cases which can
be completed in a succinct set of
steps.
Target of Choice
Using Zadara Cloud Hydration,
businesses can hydrate to a Zadara
VPSA or any cloud storage platform.
Online Production Environments
Little or no downtime experienced
for moving an online production
environment to the cloud.
Cost-effective Pricing
Prices for projects are based on
capacity, data type, and other factors.

Cloud Hydration enables businesses to move corporate
data to the cloud through a cost-effective, practical
process
Zadara’s Cloud Hydration enables users
to adopt cloud computing using a costeffective and practical way of moving
corporate data into the cloud. Zadara
Cloud Hydration offers a number of
solutions for various use cases; however
there are two standard methods that meet
most user requirements.
The
first
method
describes
hydration
of static data. For
environments where
the data does not need
to be continuously
online, the process is
very straightforward.
The steps include: 1) copy the data to a
Zadara cloud hydration appliance, 2) ship
the appliance to the cloud environment;
and 3) copy the data to a Zadara VPSA
(or other target) connected to the cloud
infrastructure.
The second cloud hydration method
describes the process for moving online
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production environments to the cloud. In
cases where there can be limited or no
downtime, the process is similar to the
static method, but requires a few extra
steps: 1) The data is mirrored locally to a
local Zadara Cloud, which is then mirrored
to another local Zadara Cloud, 2) One
mirror is broken and that Zadara Cloud
is shipped to the cloud
environment, 3) The
mirror is reconnected
remotely
and
the
changes during the
transportation of the
data are synchronized;
and 4) The cloud
environment is activated.
Finally, maintaining Zadara’s mission
of providing customers with complete
flexibility, Cloud Hydration can be targeted
to any cloud storage platform medium
from any vendor including Zadara VPSA,
Amazon S3/EBS/EFS/Glacier, Google
Cloud Platform, Microsoft Azure or any
other storage target required by the user.
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